tion and size to Egyptian Dynasty XVIII funerary cones (Davies & MacAdam 1957) , which are essentially a Theban phenomenon. Their specific significance is much debated, but they are certainly funerary, normally inserted in batches around the doorway of a tomb. The name and titles of the deceased would be stamped on the face, but no Egyptian examples include the name of the king. While our examples are contemporary with Egyptian funerary cones, their actual function at el-Moghraqa remains enigmatic.
Two occupation periods were identified in the exploratory soundings. The uppermost deposits date to the beginning of the Late Bronze Age and the lower levels to the Middle Bronze IIb-c phases. Occupation of el-Moghraqa therefore is contemporary with nearby 'Ajjul (Stewart 1974: 59-61) . The Late Bronze Age remains were difficult to define in the very arid conditions. The cone hagments were found in a hard kurkar matrix, composed of compacted sand dunes. Associated finds included several bronze arrowheads and a carinated chalice, lying on a surface. Similar arrowheads were typical grave goods in the Dynasty XVIII cemetery at 'Ajjul (Petrie 1932: 8, plate XVII; 1933: 9, plate XXI/44-77; 1934: 10, plate XXX/355-366).
The Middle Bronze I1 matrix comprised decomposed mudbrick, but no architectural remains were identified. However, the presence of a number of pits and a tabun (oven) suggests that excavation was concentrated within a courtyard. The associated material -some slag, haematite, unworked carnelian and mother of pearl, metal tools, and finished pieces of kit and jasper jewellery -indicate an outdoor production area. There was substantial pitting in the southern part of the site. The upper levels of one pit (Feature 310) were defined and sampled, but given constraints of time and money excavation was not completed. An Old Assyrian cylinder seal was found in the upper deposits (Collon 2002) , associated with Middle Bronze IIb-c pottery. Although this is at odds with the earlier date of the cylinder seal, it is possible that the seal had been kept in circulation. Certainly, its surface exhibited substantial evidence of wear. Also in the pit were animal bones, fineware vessels and a burnt clay scarab sealing. Preliminary analysis attests to specialized deposition of the debris of feasting, but without further excavation the full implications of the context and use of the pit remain unclear.
Given the contemporaneity and proximity of elMoghraqa and 'Ajjul it appears that they belonged to a single polity. El-Moghraqa plausibly functioned as a satellite settlement of 'Ajjul, associated with the procurement of luxury materials and production of prestige items. Given the funerary aspect of much of this material, it seems probable that elMoghraqa serviced the Dynasty XVIII cemetery. The presence of occasional administrative documents implies centralized control of these activities.
